The next machine in our innovative range of stretch wrap equipment to benefit from our new platform strategy is the Cousins Pilot. Despite being at our most attractive price point, the new Pilot II is packed with great features as well as everything you have come to expect from the original Pilot.

Developed from our most popular wrapper, the new and improved Cousins Pilot II now features our newly designed lightweight mast and carriage. Both of these are key components of our new platform manufacturing strategy. The new mast makes shipping and assembly much easier as does the new carriage. Both use less materials which has the benefits of reducing complexity while at the same time reducing our carbon footprint by utilizing more sustainable materials.

The Cousins Pilot II is a true North American success story produced here at a competitive price compared to similar wrappers that are simply assembled from imported kits. Designed, manufactured, and assembled here in North America, the Pilot II avoids all of the supply chain, parts, and reliability issues of imported equipment. You will be impressed with the performance and features at such a competitive price point.

Contact Neway Packaging at 800-456-3929 for additional information.
A reliable and rugged turntable stretch wrapper. Compact, flexible, with low cost of ownership making it the logical choice for any warehouse or shipping operations using standardized pallets.

New Lightweight Mast

New Redesigned Lightweight Carriage

Improved Control Panel

Compact design saves warehouse floor space and is more economical to ship

NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS
STARTS SHIPPING OCTOBER 2021

800-456-3929
www.newaypkgshop.com